WALKING

THE LABYRINTH: ENHANCING SPIRITUALLY
SENSITIVE CLINICAL PRACTICE
Michelle Bigard, MSW, Centra! Michigan University

The author's initiai introduction to walking the labyrinth occurred during a time when she experienced vicarious
traumatization. Her own walk prompted her to explore how this ancient spiritual tool could be used in her clinical
practice when working with clients addressing the sequelae of trauma, as well as the variety of ways in whieh
clinicians are incorporating the labyrinth into their work.

Introduction
Incorporating spirituality in my
professional practice has served to empower
both my own life and the lives of clients I serve.
Introducing the labyrinth to clients has served
as a significant means of integrating my clients'
spiritual perspectives in our work together.
In this nanative, I will address the ^plication
of this ancient spiritual tool to enhance
spiritually sensitive clinical practice. I will
describetiielabyrinth and document its origins
and healing properties. My initial experience
ofwalking the labyrinth occurred during a time
when I was profoundly impacted by the
stories of trauma from the clients I served,
and I was prompted to explore how the
labyrinth could be used to complement other
therapies when addressing the sequelae of
trauma. After sharing my experience, I will
discuss the appropriateness and relevancy of
walking the labyrinth for spiritually sensitive
clinical practice and document the variety of
ways clinicians are incorporating the labyrinth
in their work. In writing about its healing
process, I hope to honor the spirit of walking
the labyrinth by integrating and sharing what I
have leamed. 1 also hope to inspire other
clinicians and chents to walk its heahng path.
The Origins and Resurgence ofthe
Labyrinth
The labyrinth is an ancient spiritual tool
that has been in existence for thousands of
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years, and its form is found in almost every
religion. It has been used for prayer, ritual,
initiation, and personal and spiritual growth.
Christians in the Middle Ages walked the
labyrinth as a symbolic pilgrimage to
Jerusalem. Its form contains a spiral (universal
symbol for growth and transfonnation) within
a circle (universal symbol of life and
wholeness). A labyrinth is different from a
maze, which is multicursal, offers a choice of
paths, and consists of many entrances, exits,
and dead ends. The maze taunts, teases, and
challenges it walker. A labyrinth, in contrast,
is unicursal. There is one way in and the same
way out in reverse. A labyrinth ftjnctions like
a spiral, creating a vortex in its center as its
path, in and out, unfolds clockwise and
counterclockwise. A lab3TÍnth graces its
walker. There is no wrong way to walk it;
one must simply choose to enter and walk its
healing path (Artress, 1995; West, 2000).
Labyrinths come in all shapes and
sizes; however, the two types of labyrinths
most utihzed today are the Classical and the
Chartres. (For a picture ofthe labyrinth styles,
please refer to www.labyrinthsociety.org and
click on "about labyrinths"). The Classical is
a seven-circuit labyrinth originally found on
the Isle of Crete, home to the mythical
Minotaur. It is the most universal form ofthe
labyrinth and dates back over 3500 years
(West, 2000). In comparison, the forty-twofoot-in-diameter labyrinth found on the floor
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Walking the Labyrinth
of Chartres Cathedral in France was created
during medieval times and has eleven circuits During the time that I was actively addressing
that wind through four quadrants in a nonand healing from the impact of vicarious
linear way. A Christian pattem of the cross is traumatization in my professional and personal
visible within its pattem. The Chartres
hfe, I was forttinate to be part ofa weekend
labyrinth incorporates sacred geometric
retreat, organized by our hospital chaplain, in
principles in its design. Larger than the Cretan which staff members came together to create
form, its path in and out is one-third ofa mile and walk a Chartres-style labyrinth. In
in length and takes approximately fifteen to anticipation, wefirstgathered together to share
twenty minutes to walk (Artress, 1995).
why we had elected to be part ofthis creative
The practice of walking the labyrinth is endeavor. Most shared both personal and
currently experiencing resurgence. Reverend professional reasons: to learn how the
labyrinth could be tised in chnical practice as
Lauren Artress, Canon of Grace Cathedral
well as to personally experience its healing
in San Francisco, reintroduced this ancient
spiritual tool to modem day spiritual practice power. A sacred place was established with
in the 1990's.SheinitiaUypaintedontocanvas the use ofa Tibetan bell. Each person rang it
the Chartres labyrinth design and began to before speaking, as a way of ushering in the
facilitate workshops which enabled others to authenticity of the words spoken and the
respectful listening in response. Next we
experience its healing path. A permanent
created, on a mammoth canvas that covered
outdoor labyrinth, made of terrazzo stone,
most of the gymfloor,a human compass and
located near the Grace Cathedral doors,
masked off the twelve concentric circles to
became the first public labyrinth in North
outline our labyrinth. Soon, the labyrinth path
America and is available to be walked
twenty-four hours a day. Reverend Artress was completed. We prepared for our entrance
into the labyrinth by walking around it, hands
also created Veriditas (1996), a not-forheld
together. We sang a simple chant and a
profit organization, whose vision is to activate
dance movement was introduced. Its impact
the human spirit. Its mission centers on the
labyrinth experience as a vehicle for personal was soothing and invigorating. By moving to
a common ihythm otir bodies and breath were
healing and growth, a tool for community
building, an agent for peace, and a metaphor in sync. We entered the labyrinth for the first
for life. Veriditas also maintains a worldwide üme hand in hand, as a human chain, and then
labyrinth locator. Today, labyrinths are being again in succession, hands apart, as a
community of walkers following the same path
built in a variety of settings, which include
churches, retreat centers, hospitals, university at the same pace. The joumey into the
camptises, public parks, and street scapes as labyrinth was analogous to the joumey of life.
well as private spaces. In addition to numerous I feh, as our bodies moved as one down this
websites, there are many books that provide unchartered territory, that I was not alone.
suggestions for how to create and use this Others, too, grappled with unanswered
questions, and I did not have tofindanswers
tool for personal and communal
transformation (Artress, 1995; Curry, 2000; on my own.
Geofferion, 1999, 2000; Sands, 2001;
In the aftemoon, we had the opportunity
Schaper & Camp, 2000; Simpson, 2002; to walk the labyrinth at our own pace and
Stone, 1998; West, 2000).
reflect contemplatively on our individual life
joumey. The path was graced with votive
candles at every tum. In the center, a bowl of
water was placed for cleansing, a candle for
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burning, and a bowl to place an offering, to
be used if desired. We were encouraged to
walk at our own pace, mindful of our own
natural rhythm. When we passed fellow
walkers, whether moving on ahead or moving
in the opposite direction, acknowledgement
was given with the Sanskrit greeting
'Namastee,' which we were toldmeans 'the
spirit in me honors the spirit in you. '
There are three stages of walking the
labyrinth: purgation, illumination, and union.
The walk to the center is the first stage of
purgation. This is the time to purge, shed,
release, and empty, to let go of blockages,
which can include prejudgments, attitudes,
and stereotypes. It is a time to quiet the mind
and experience whatever thoughts and feelings
arise. Illumination is the time spent at the
center in meditation or prayer, presenting
oneself as an open receptacle for whatever
wisdom, inspiration, or message is
forthcoming. Union occurs as one exits the
center and walks out of the labyrinth,
preparing to integrate and actualize the insight
gained in one's life (Artress, 1995; Ryan,
2001; West, 2000).
Following this orientation to the labyrinth,
I will share the issues that I faced as I initially
walked its path. My experience walking the
labyrinth served as a context in which I was
able to integrate my healing ü"om vicarious
traumatization, and it encouraged me to seek
ways to use the labyrinth to enhance my
chnical work with survivors of trauma.
My Story
For ten years I worked in a six-week
inpatient hospital program for adult survivors
of trauma. I was touched deeply by countless
stories of personal trauma that revealed the
dark side ofhuman nature. I experienced
vicarious traumatization, what Saakvitne and
Pearhnan ( 1996) refer to as the transformation
ofthe clinician's inner experience as a result
of empathie engagement with trauma
survivors and their stories. Just as non smokers
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experience secondhand smoke from
smokers, therapists experience secondary
traumafiümexposure to their clients' traumatic
experiences. Exposure to another's trauma
shatters three basic assumptions: the world is
benevolent, the world is meaningfijl, and the
self is worthy (Janoff-Bulman, 1992). I recall
the moment when I knew that I was no longer
helpful to my clients: I was supervising a
master's level social work student who was
giving a psycho educational presentation to
our program's clients on the dynamics of
domestic violence. I knew intellectually that
the presentation was not addressing how one
could recognize and then exit out of and/or
prevent domestic violence. The clients began
to express their feelings of fiustration and
hopelessness. I mirrored their feelings and
thought to myself, "There is no hope, there is
no safety." My basic assumptions were
shattered, and I found myself struggling with
unanswerable questions and deeply
saddened. I was powerless to intervene.
My typical style of coping is what I refer
to as the Olympic Style—^to just try faster,
farther, and stronger This was reinforced in
my discipline of endurance as a marathon
runner. Just as therightcombination of rest,
training, nutrition, and mental preparedness
could ensure running a good race, I thought
that if I just read more, worked more, found
that golden technique or theory, I would be
effective clinically and ease my despair. This
approach did not woric as every day my body
felt like it had just run a marathon, and, in
feet, I could no longer run. My legs were heavy
and running for an hour necessitated sleeping
for three to recover. My spirit and body were
exhausted.
As I stood at the threshold of the
labyrinth, waiting my tum to walk at my own
pace among my colleagues that aftemoon, I
was unsure what to expect. I did, however,
trust its grace. I silently released my anguish
for the broken spirits ofthe clients I worked
with, my anger regarding the human capacity
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to inflict cruelty, my feeling of tremendous
insignificance that I could do anything about
it, as well as my fear that I was not worthy of
safety, peace, and personal happiness. At the
center, I symbolically offered to theflamemy
despair and I dipped my hands in the cleansing
bowl of water. As I stood in the center, I felt
my Olympian persona begin to melt. As I
walked out, I found myself relaxing and
walking at a pace that made me feel
grounded, and I was aware ofthe strength
moving up my legs as I simply took one step
at a time.
After emergingfromthe labyrinth, we had
time to express our experience ofthe walk
through drawing. A few months earlier I had
done a quick visualization exercise called The
Cube (Gottlieb, 1995). The visualization
consisted of imagining elements in a desert
landscape, and each element represented
something about one's life: a cube, a horse, a
ladder, flowers, and a storm. I remember
crying for three days after I read the
interpretation of my image at the back ofthe
book. My cube, the same color as my terra
cotta desert, merged into the landscape and
had no definition. My horse was not an
ordinary riding or working horse: it was
Pegasus. Rather than beingfirmlygrounded,
my ladderfloatedand danced in the sky. My
flowers were wild and scattered, not
contained and nurtured by me. The storm
destroyed my flowers. I did not know how
to simply be, to give and receive nurturance
in spite ofthe storm, knowing that I could be
sustained by the love and attention of others
and a compassionate God who cared. In
wonderfully bright and earth-colored pastels,
I transformed that image. I drew a large, redrock desert landscape, with a cube of white
alabaster in the foreground. My horse, mature
and chocolate brown, with reins loose, stood
beside me. The ladder was propped securely
on the cube andflowersand vegetables grew
in the garden nearby. Storms of varying
intensity came and went, and they were

weathered. I took the paper drawing and
molded it into the form of a bowl. This
represented the image of my new-found self:
both surrounded and contained, as well as
open and receptive, with gifts to offer to those
who approached me.
Healing from Trauma
Healing from vicarious traumatization
parallels healingfromtrauma. Healing from
trauma has been identified as having three
stages: the establishment of physical,
emotional, psychological, and moral safety;
remembrance and mouming, during which one
acknowledges and is able to process the
traumatic experience; and reconnection
(Herman, 1992). Reconnection involves
crucial spiritual themes.
Having come to terms with the traumatic
past, the survivor faces the task of creating a
fiiture. She has mourned the old self that the
trauma destroyed; now she must develop a
new self. Her relationships have been tested
and forever changed by the trauma; now she
must develop new relationships. The old
beUefs that gave meaning to her life have been
challenged; now she must find anew a
sustaining faith. These are the tasks ofthe third
stage of recovery. In accomplishing this work,
the survivor reclaims her world. (Herman,
1992,p. 196)
The experience of walking the labyrinth
offered both a process and a container for
working through this third stage of recovery.
In my own healing from vicarious
traumatization, the labyrinth served as a vessel
from which I emerged feeling soothed and
nurtured. The experience of walking the
labyrinth provided an opportunity to synthesize
the various steps I had taken for recovery, to
create meaning of my personal and
professional struggle, and to ready myself to
reengage in my work with trauma survivors. I
continue to walk its path.
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After walking the labyrinth, I became very
curious about ways to introduce the labyrinth
as a tool to complement the therapies offered
to clients healingfromtrauma. I researched
the literature to more fiilly understand the
healing properties ofthe labyrinth, to inquire
about its appropriateness in enhancing
spiritually sensitive clinical practice, and to
learn how clergy and mental health
practitioners were using the labyrinth with
clients. I discovered that the labyrinth has a
universal allure.
The Labyrinth as Archetype
Part ofthe labyrinth's allure is that it is an
archetype with which we can have direct
physical experience. Archetypes are universal
forms orfiguresthat exist independently of
the human psyche in the collective unconscious
and bring meaning to life experiences. Cultures
throughout time have depicted sacred circles,
or mándalas, as a representation of the
cosmos and psyche. According to Jungian
psychology, the circle, which expresses unity
and wholeness, is the archetype ofthe Self.
The spiral represents the process ofhealing
and individuation (Artless, 1995; West 2000).
The image ofjoumey is a powerfril symbol
for spiritual as well as secular living; it is the
arche-image for life. The questing joumey is
the arche-image for spirituahty (Senn, 2002).
The labyrinth, with its spiral path enclosed
within a circle that leads its walker on a
questing joumey, enlivens the archetype of
transformation.
All the great world religions contain
teachings that articulate the joumey ofthe
spiritual seeker, ofthe path one must walk in
order to grow in compassion and to respond
to the world in wisdom and clarity (Artress,
1995). Ancient mythology, folklore, and fairy
talesfromthroughout the world tell stories of
the joumeying quest (Senn, 2002). The
perennial myth of transformation is found in
all cultures and religious traditions that address
the universal dynamic of change in human
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existence (Canda, 1988). The allure ofthe
labyrinth is that one does not to have to follow
a particular religious teaching, ascribe to a
specific spiritual practice, or belong to a
particular culture to walk its path. It is available
to believers and non believers ahke.
Walking Meditation
Walking the labyrinth is similar to the
Buddhist practice ofwalking meditation during
which one's focus is on the taking of each
step and one's breath is controlled and
regulated (Corbett, 1998). Walking has
therapeutic effects, which include the decrease
of Cortisol levels, an indicator of stress (Jin,
1992; LaTorre, 2004). Movement removes
the excess charge of psychic energy that
hinders our efforts to quiet our thought
processes. Walking the labyrinth gravitates
one toward process mediation. This form of
meditation is very similar to the use of guided
imagery as the concrete path ofthe labyrinth
symbolically represents one's own life joumey
(Artress, 1995). By walking the labyrinth's
non-linear path, we step out of our linear mind.
Focusing our attention on the winding path
with its hairpin tums engages primarily ourri^t
brain. This creates the perfect state for letting
go of our typical analytic ways of thinking and
accessing intuition and creativity. The labyrinth
experience is simultaneously kinesthetic and
introspective, making it a complete mind-body
integrative activity (Peel, 2004). The labyrinth
offers a holistic experience that honors the
body, mind, and spirit, and thus it has vast
potential for its use as a healing tool in
spiritually sensitive clinical practice.
Making Meaning of Our Lives
As human beings, our deepest longings
are rooted in our desire to make meaning of
our lives. The accompanying challenge of
transformation is universal (Canda, 1988) and
is salient for clients who are sufferingfixjmlife
altering events. The subjective experience of
the spiritual quest is rooted in normal
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developmental processes and provides an
overarching structure of purpose to the seeker
in search of meaning and transfonnation
(Nino, 2000). Spiritual perspectives are
related inextricably to clients ' understanding
of suffering and hope, as well as their ability
to accomplish life tasks (Jacobs, 1997), and
need to be incorporated into the therapeutic
process. A holistic approach responds to
clients' spiritual needs by including prayer,
meditation, contemplation, and ritual in clinical
practice (Canda, 1990). As clinicians, we are
called to co-create a healing space for clients
to do the work of reflection and change
(Jacobs, 1997). Benedict ( 1995) incorporates
spirituality in social work practice by creating
a sacred space with clients. "Sacred space is
an environment or container of safety and
compassion which honors each client as a
unique sacred being" that "creates the fertile
ground for much healing" (p. 3). Artress
(1995) describes the labyrinth as a sacred
place to which walkers bring their spiritual
hunger. This hunger is reflected in the need
for healing, the longing to be co-creators with
the divine, and the seeking of self-knowledge.
The labyrinth offers both a context and a
process for clinicians to utilize in the cocreation of a sacred space with clients when
integrating spirituality in clinical practice.
Spirituality in Social Work Practice
The integration of spirituality in clinical
practice is an in^rtant issue for clinicians and
is viewed as central to the therapeutic
relationship. Canda and Furland ( 1999) view
spirituality as the heart ofhelping in social
work practice: it isftindamentalto empathy
and compassion; it is integral to the vital flow
of practice wisdom; and it is the driving force
of service to others. Spirituality is understood
to be an essential, holistic quality of every
person, an aspect of a person's development
ofmeaning, morality, and relationship with the
divine, and an experience of a transpersonal
nature that expands one's identity beyond ego

and social roles (Canda, 1997). Spirituality
is viewed asfluidand developing, as a form
of self expression in which identity-developing
experiences encourage the individual to "test
and taste" oneself (Henery, 2003, p. 1110).
When one views spirituality as encompassing
every dimension ofhuman hfe, it transcends
speciflc spiritual practices and exists whether
or not a person believes in a divine being or
follows any form of organized religion (Logan,
1990).
Sheridan (2002) defines spirituality forthe
social work practitioner as "a search for
purpose, meaning, and connection between
oneself, other people, the universe and the
ultimate reality, which can be experienced
within either a religious or non religious
framework" ( p. 567). Spiritually sensitive
social work practice expands the paradigm
of person-in~envirormient to incorporate
spirituality in conceptuahzing the healing
context of clients served. Canda (1997)
describes spiritually sensitive social work
practice as a helping relationship within which
the worker;
.. .links personal and professional growth,
engages in dialogue with clients about their
frameworks for meaning and morality,
appreciates diverse religious andnonreligious
expressions of spirituality, supports creative
resolutions of life crises, and connects with a
variety of spiritual resources as relevant to
the client, (p. 299)
The Labyrinth as a Tool for Spiritually
Sensitive Clinical Practice
As a therapeutic tool in spiritually sensitive
clinical practice, the possibility ofthe labyrinth
is infinite, as its safe and neutral path can
contain whatever issue the walker brings to
it. It has been used by a variety of mental
health practitioners, such as nurses, health
care designers, chaplains, social workers,
marriage and family therapists and
psychotherapists in private practice.
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institutional, community agency, and retreat
settings. The labyrinth has been used to
facilitate the solving ofproblems (Peel, 2004),
healing fi'om gun shot wounds (Sitzman,
1999), coping with chronic illnesses (LaTorre,
2004), increasing creativity (Geofferion,
2000), and enhancing prayer (Geofferion,
1999). It has been used to bring wholeness
to cancer patients, healing to rifts in
communities, strength and compassion to
moumers, and reconciliation to those who are
estranged (West, 2000). It has been used as
an adjunct to narrative therapies and as a
context for psychodrama. The clinician and
client arefreeto be creative in their use of the
labyrinth and adapt the walk to meet specific
needs (Bloos & O'Connor, 2002). Clients
can also walk the labyrinth in preparation for
therapy sessions as well as afterwards to
integrate what was addressed and prepare
to reenter their day-to-day world (West,
2000). The labyrinth has also been used when
working with children (Senn, 2000).
Dissimilar end results are experienced by
walking diflerent labyrinths. The Classical style
labyrinth has fewer tums and long sweeping
paths to the center. Walkers emergefi"oma
Classical labyrinth in a more relaxed,
extroverted mind set. It can be used in
preparation for times in which one wants to
present with an alert, relaxed attitude. The
Chartres-style labyrinth, with its many right
and left tums, balances the hemispheres of
the brain and energy center of the body. Its
complex path helps to quiet the mind readying
it to receive insight and guidance. Walkers
emergefi-oma Chartres-style labyrinth in a
more reflective and introverted state and can
benefit fi-om quiet time alone afterwards
(Artress, 2000).
There are as many ways to walk the
labyrinth as there are people. The beauty and
simplicity of the labyrinth is that there is no
right way to walk its path. One must just
choose to enter. However, there are common
approaches that can provide guidelines for
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thefirsttime walker At the threshold, take a
moment of refiection. When entering, pay
attention to all the thoughts, feelings, and
sensations experienced and simply let them
go. Ask a question, focus on an issue for
resolution, or simply be open to what comes
to mind. Be aware that initially walkers may
feel silly or foolish. Most importantly, walk
with an attitude of open mindedness, clear of
having specific expectations for the walk.
Walkers must be willing to hear the truth as
they walk into their intention (West, 2000).
The labyrinth can also be used as a way
to connect with one's physical body. For
those stmggling with a long term-disability or
a terminal or chronic illness, or who are
survivors oftrauma, separationfromand even
contempt for the body are common sequelae.
Walking the labyrinth takes on the form ofa
body prayer. It provides an opportunity to
stand firm in the grotrnd and to experience
the flow of energy and life into the body
(Artress, 1995).
A variety of other creative practices can
enhance the walking of the labyrinth such as
music, dance, song, creative expression
through movement or drawing, and painting
and sculpting. The labyrinth can also be used
as a center for empowering rituals to honor
milestones, initiations, and significant events
in our lives (West, 2000). Although
purchasing a canvas labyrinth or contracting
for a permanent one to be built is possible,
creating a labyrinth communally is an
empowering, community-building experience.
For those who do not have access to a
walking labyrinth, the use ofaflngerlabyrinth
is available. Carved in wood, sculpted in clay,
drawn on paper, traced in sand, laminated on
cloth, etched in glass, or provided on a website
to scroll on with a mouse, theflngerlabyrinth
provides an altemative to walking and a
portable meditation tool. Rather than
experiencing the labyrinth through one's legs,
the fingers experience the sensation of the
gentle rocking of the labyrinth's gracious
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curves. Finger labyrinths can be found on
-^„n websites using the search word
numerous
"finger labyrinths.

sessions, and incorporated in communal
celebrationrituals.The following describes a
variety of ways in which the labyrinth is
integrated into clinical practice with trauma
survivors.
Facilitating the Walking ofthe
Labyrinth
Preparing for and walking the labyrinth
In order to facilitate the individual or
provides a concrete means to create a sacred
communal walking ofthe labyrinth, it is vital space with clients and a neutral means to
that the clinician have his or her own personal introduce spiritual issues that are salient for
experience and practice with walking the
the client in the healing process. Often,
labyrinth. Part of creating a sacred space
survivors of traumatic experiences feel
between clinician and client involves
abandoned by their own defined higher power
introducing the labyrinth in a manner which
and the labyrinth gifts the survivor with a
invites the walker to trust in a new process, in neutral context of spirituality. It also provides
spite of natural doubt or skepticism and to be a unique space in which to converse with a
open to a new experience. The clinician draws higher power that is separatefi-omtraditional
on skills honed in working therapeutically with rehgious spaces.
individuals and groups. Although certification
Trauma survivors may also mistrust others
in facilitator training is not mandatory, it is and resist help offered, as they fear giving up
offered and encouraged. For further
control or being re traumatized. Again, the
information about facilitator training, please labyrinth can provide a neutral context in which
see www.gracecatherdral.org/labyrinth/
to build a therapeutic relationship. In the realm
factraining/. There is no literature at present of the joumey, the helper is ofthe archai.
that documents contraindications for using the Helpers do not impose; they stand beside
labyrinth. For those with motility issues, the (Senn, 2002).
fmger labyrinth is a substitute. The labyrinth
Starting where the client is at is an
society is beginning to serve as a central
important healing principle. One can walk the
resource to develop a research base on the labyrinth at any stage in the healing process.
use ofthe labyrinth in a variety of settings.
A client who is unsure whether or not to
Please see www.labyrinthsociety.org/html/
address a specific issue in therapy, can walk
research.html. for further information.
the labyrinth to gain guidance. A client who
feels stuck in therapy may not figuratively
know what step to take next but can,
Walking the Labyrinth in Clinical
however, walk the labyrinth and keep moving
Practice with Trauma Survivors
Having had a positive experience walking and active on the joumey at a time of not
knowing.
the labyrinth in my own joumey of recovery
fix>m vicarious traumatization, and encouraged
Leaming a variety of means of self
from learning how others had been
expression, particularly with clients for whom
incorporating the labyrinth in practice, I joined verbal expression of affect is difficult, is also
with our hospital chaplain and other colleagues important to healing. A client who is unable to
to afiOrm integrating the walking ofthe labyrinth speak a narrative ofhis or her story can walk
in our clinical program working with trauma the labyrinth wordlessly. When shame or fear
survivors. The labyrinth is used formally in
stops the sharing ofhis or her personal story
communal group exercises, walked
vidth others, walking the labyrinth communally
independently by clients as they wish or
offers the client a shared experience with
incorporated in their individual therapy
:_4.i
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others without necessitating disclosing the
specifics of a trauma history.
The walking ofthe labyrinth is a clientfocused intervention. The control of the
process is always with the client. The labyrinth
walk can be done with minimal direction from
the clinician, or the clinician and client can
work together to provide a context and
intention for the walk. For example, when
working within Herman's (1992) stages of
heahng, a client who is in the safety phase of
healing may walk the labyrinth with the
intention of focusing on the physical sensation
of walking as a means of learning to be
centered and grounded in the body. A client
who is in the remembrance and mouming stage
may walk with the intention of identifying
losses at each tum in the labyrinth's path and
identifying helpers that have [wovided comfort
at each tum while exiting the labyrinth. For
those in the reconnection stage, images of
transformation may be a more salient focus.
The intentions and ways to walk the labyrinth
to address specific individual needs are
infinite. Processing ofthe labyrinth walk can
be done individually; through contemplation
and joumaling, it can be shared with the
clinician and be central to or an addition to
the therapy, or it can be shared with others in
a communal fashion.
Walking the labyrinth also provides a
concrete way for clients to experience the
painfiil feelings and issues they are addressing
in therapy. Ofren for survivors, tolerating and
regulatingpainilil emotions is an irtqxirtantpart
ofthe therapeutic work as all too often intense
feelings in the present trigger traumatic
memories and the client feels paralyzed by
them. For example, a client with a history of
neglect often felt in her adult life that she did
not belong, that she did not fit in and was
excluded by others. While walking the
labyrinth in a group context, she stepped off
the path and found that although others had
found their way to the center, she ended up
back where she started. Feelings of not
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belonging and negative thoughts of "never
getting itrighttofitin" surfaced. In tears she
voiced her discouragement. She feared that
yet again she would not fit in and would be
excluded from this experience. She was
encouraged to stay in the present with her
thoughts and feelings and to start again. This
time she made her way to the center. By
processing her experience aflerwards, she
was able to receive feedback from fellow
walkers who were able to empathize with her
feelings and accept her own process to get to
the center. She was able to hold on to this
corrective emotional experience and use it to
counter her traumatic reenactments.
Conclusion
I was introduced to the labyrinth at a time
when I was in the process of healing from
vicarious traumatization. Although I had not
suffered a primary trauma of my own, my
experience of suffering and healing paralleled
the experiences ofthe cUents with whom I
worked. In applying the concept of parallel
process to my clinical practice within a
therapeutic community milieu, I knew that
what was therapeutic for me as a clinician had
potential for being therapeutic for clients. This
concept also holds true in reverse. I wanted
to integrate my own healing experience of
walking the labyrinth and provide an
opportunity for chents to also walk its path to
complement and synthesize the therapeutic
work they were already doing. I viewed the
labyrinth not as a panacea but as a useful tool.
I realized that it may not be appropriate for
every clinical situation and that the choice to
walk the labyrinth is always that ofthe client
to make. The labyrinth could, however, be
used to enhance various forms of treatment
in which spiritual issues and the need to make
meaning of hfe events are salient.
At the hospital where I shared in creating
the canvas labyrinth, the practice of walking
the labyrinth has been embraced Apermanent
one has been built, composed of a limestone
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walkway between low-lying vegetation, and
is located near the healing garden on the
hospital grounds. It is readily available for staff
and clients to walk when moved to do so; it
is used in conjunction with individual, group,
and family therapies; and it is used in rituals
of celebration and healing. The response of
clients and staff to walking the labyrinth has
been favorable.
I no longer work at the hospital, and in
my new setting I do not have access to a
permanent walking labyrinth. I have, however,
introduced thefingerlabyrinth to clients and
have received positive feedback. Many
report it to be a helpful tool for relaxation and
value the experience of feeling more centered
and grounded after its use. One client found
that afrer using thefingerlabyrinth, she was
more receptive to painful feelings that she had
previously avoided and was able to explore
them in subsequent therapy sessions. In my
clinical experience, the labyrinth assists clients
to recognize what they feel and need.

Similarto other clinical interventions, what
is helpful for clients is helpful for clinicians.
The labyrinth can be used as part of the
clinician's spiritual practice, as a means of
centering prior to a particular session, as
grounding prior to a meeting, as a form of self
care when struggling with the profound impact
of work on one's life, and as an activity in
team-building efforts with others.
Integrating one's leaming and using it in
the service of others is central to the third stage
of union when walking the labyrinth. This has
parallels to the Catholic tradition of discerning
one's vocation, "what God calls one to do
distinctively with one's hfe to make a
contributiontoothers"(Canda,2003,p.80).
It is my intention in writing this article to act
on my vocation and embrace the spirit of
unioa In sharing my personal and professional
encounters with the labyrinth and illustrating
its usefulness as a tool to enhance spiritually
sensitive practice, I hope to encourage others
to walk its healing path.
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